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Note from the Editor
Returning from a bit of a hiatus, the BARC newsletter is back in your joyous
hands, ready for you to enjoy while waiting for your burrito to warm in the
microwave or your kids’ schoolbus to arrive. This edition is a little thin, but
with subsequent editions, I aim to get more content in as people become more
interested in providing their thoughts and submissions. I welcome any and all
while we (the BARC board and I) experiment with formats and ideas to present
to any and all who take the time to read this. You certainly don’t want to read
nothing but my mind droppings. This is your newsletter; make it wicked cool.
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So you are anything but dead…
This should silence the skeptics.
-David Letterman verifying Abe
Vigoda was alive by having him
breathe on a mirror

"Dead" Man: I'm not dead!
Dead Collector: 'Ere, he says
he's not dead.
Large Man: Yes he is.
"Dead" Man: I'm not.
Dead Collector: He isn't.

Like Elvis, Jennifer Zielinski is everywhere,
operating at a constant 400 Hz hum, rarely ever
slowing down. Most readers of this profile
know her through local runs, both endorsed and
informal, or through one of her many Facebook
posts that usually involve running, cycling,
swimming, checking out the vistas in the UP,
or, in a rare moment of downtime, surrendering
to the power of her cats. Some catch her in the education circles, but
since this is not a newsletter for the AFT of NEA, that bit will be mostCONTINUED ON PG 3

Large Man: Well, he will be soon,
he's very ill.
"Dead" Man: I'm getting better.
Large Man: No you're not, you'll
be stone dead in a moment.
Dead Collector: Well, I can't take
him like that. It's against regulations.
"Dead" Man: I don't want to go
on the cart.
Large Man:' Oh, don't be such a
baby.
Dead Collector: I can't take him.
"Dead" Man: I feel fine.
-Monty Python and the Holy Grail

In 2018, I ran the my first and, at the
time of this writing, only 50-miler: The
North Country Trail Run
(www.northcountryrun.com). Through
equal doses of internal obligation, peer
pressure, morbid curiosity, and uncorrupted stupidity, I wanted to experience
the hoopla. My partner and teammate,
Jennifer, had done this course for the two
years prior. Both of those years had inducements to drop out halfway through.
This will be the year, my hubris told me,
to get her over the hump and have her
finally finish her first 50-miler.
For those who have never attempted a
50-miler and have this ridiculous urge to
do so for no good reason, the NCT Run is
the one to break in with. The trails have
some elevation to contend with, but certainly nothing that would make anyone
stand at the foot of an insurmountable
dirt cliff and use stentorian profanity before lowering their head and trudging up
the slope. The single-track route takes
people through a generically beautiful
chunk of forested land, with the start/
finish line as the site for an all-day party,
especially for those runners coming in
from their various distances (halfmarathon, marathon, 50 mile). That party does not stop until the last runner is
in, accompanied by the theme song from
Chariots of Fire, and that includes the
cooks, one of whom went out of his way to
make a root beer float for me – a touching
gesture given to one exhausted boy. Various runners note, many who have done a
ton of running events, there is unparalleled generosity with NCT – from the bag
of swag that looks more like a prize pack
to the aid stations that coddle. Aid sta-
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tions for most trail runs are generally
more involved than the standard road
run, but NCT goes further not just with
the delightful people manning them (the
local track team, boy scouts, moms, etc.),
but also with the food, a smorgasbord
over-spilled from a Thanksgiving cornucopia. Grilled cheese, ramen soup, fruits,
PB&J, pretzels, candy, and on - basically
all the things to counteract the health
benefits of running, and encourages
weight gain. The serious runners will
blow by these stations or stop only long
enough to get some nutrition; for the other 92%, we <ahem> get our money’s
worth.
Herein lies a necessary disclaimer: I
am largely an uneducated turtle who
handicaps himself with deliberatelyconceived gear choices that capitalize on
style points, though viciously detracts
from efficiency and alacrity. Put another
way, I tend to bring up the back of the
pack as a sweaty, filthy, completely unserious, fabulous mess on wobbly legs.
Last year’s NCT run was a comedy of
delays in getting the race started because
of, oddly enough, the health department.
Trail runners are a disgusting lot and
will stick most anything in their mouths
irrespective of sanitation, general cleanliness, and anything else the well-meaning
government agency lives for. Regardless,
after all concerns were addressed, we
were about 2+ hours delayed; not a big
deal, but a quick bit of math meant we
(Jennifer and I) were likely going to finish in the dark, making this run even
more…interesting. The first loop passed
without too much excitement aside from
the spontaneous glee club at the start
CONTINUED ON PG 5

ly ignored. Regardless of how one meets her,
what is immediately plain is the smile and the hug,
metaphorical or literal. The endearingly goofy
optimism, slightly awkward nerdiness perhaps,
along with the Buddhist-like willingness to accept
people as they are and ever encouraging demeanour, add to a charisma that is distinctly compelling. This gregarious nature-lover with a sunny
disposition was not always so, however.
Like many people, Jennifer was not a jock in
school, despite her growing up in a family with a
rich athletic heritage: grandfather gathered buckets
of wins as a high school coach in Michigan, grandma was a local trailblazer in getting women involved with sports, brother was a high school star,
uncles were coaches, including one who helped
start the Grand Island runs for Great Lakes Endurance. As such, the chunky, gawky, uncoordinated
(her terms) teen-aged girl was nearly-obliged to
get involved with sports. Her efforts resulted in
proficiency at benchwarming and weathering the
standard coaching approach of jawing, pick-em-up

some <censored> years ago.
A year after Jennifer had her second child, a
colleague made the tragic mistake, often found in
low grade sitcoms, of asking when her third child
was due. As can be imagined, the co-worker was
instantly shamefaced about her innocent assumption, and Jennifer “felt shattered.” As awful as this
situation became, Jennifer used this moment as a
catalyst for what we now know is a 20-year metamorphosis. At the time of The Incident, she had
bupkis for energy and was feeling a predominant
malaise. Her husband tried to help with a diet plan
that went along with her exercise regimen: stop
eating rubbish, get the body moving, work on
strength training. Instead of the usual sleeping in
over the summer months, she treated her new regimen as a job.
After walking for a little while, she introduced
little bursts of running. These bursts were not very
fast nor lasted very long, but did have lots of gasping and wheezing. Undaunted, she continued on
and those distances grew while the times walking

Thoughts from Jenn Z:

Keep moving forward. Doing what you cannot do is what makes it something you CAN
do. (Jennifer Zielinski)
If you aren’t having fun, you are doing it wrong (Sean Caldwell warning against a hobby
becoming a chore)
No worries. You will pass out before you will die, and you just have to put your face in the
water (Bernie Eng on struggling or getting into 54ºF water for the first time)
-and-put-em-down hustle demands, and general
questioning of her parentage (my terms) with as
much aplomb as she could muster. And, of
course, some fellow classmates indulged in the
witless amusements of mean-spirited mockery.
She gave her best reform school try but the fit
simply wasn’t there. Instead, she drew within and
became fiercely inactive, a lifestyle choice that
carried her through the next decade.
During that ten-year span, she wed and had a
couple of zygotes that grew into a married political
man (21-year old Nathan, living on the doorstep of
DC) and a spoken-for teacher woman (24-year old
Kate, soon-to-be-spouse to wed a soon-to-be-naval
-officer in soon-to-be-home of VA). She also
picked up a degree, went into the grossly underappreciated field of teaching, in her case high school
math and physics, moved about a little before
landing in Essexville, and was adopted by the cat
Puckster Alexander. She now lives near her parents, is under the control of two other cats – Augustus Puck and Penelope Belle – after Mssr. Alexander ended his journey with his human, and is
teaching where she was once taught as a child

shrunk until she could run two miles with her
breathing under control. Inevitably, the energy
levels rose while the yuckiness diminished; Jennifer was hooked and didn’t even care if the
weight came off as long as she could keep feeling
revitalized. Beyond the physical benefits, the run
became a meditative exercise, helping her clear
her mind, remain in the present, and become more
in tune with the type of person she is and wanted
to be. Jennifer started stretching her goals: two
miles morphed into ultra-marathons; an erstwhile
solo runner was now running with other people;
running events became triathlons; hobbies started
to include hiking, camping, and kayaking.
Soon, her new lifestyle baseline was an active
one, which helped provide the steadying force
through the chaos and tumult of a standard life. In
the years since that first walk, she has been able to
use her exercise regimen, “the one thing [she]
could control when things around [her] were out of
[her] control,” to help contend with various moves
to new cities, deaths, kids moving on, divorce.
But this lifestyle also gave life to many positive
opportunities. Jennifer motivates and is
CONTINUED ON PG 4
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Jenn Z lightning round

1. Has more running sneakers than “respectable” shoes
2. Has more bikes than motorized vehicles
3. Decidedly a non-fan of
dietary supplements (strong
proponent of eating well)
4. The Non-Runners Marathon Trainer by David
Whitsett – has ended up
giving away 16 copies of
the book to various friends
over the years. Get a copy
now, read it, improve your
philosophical well-being,
before we all blast you into
space.
5. Firsts:
marathon – Chicago
2000, with a pal
triathlon – Sanford and
Sun 2005
half-Ironman – Tawas
2015 (and every year since)
50-miler – North Country 2017 (ran with Bernie
the first half the year before)
Ironman – Louisville
2017 (and every year since)
6. Trail vs road running – no
decision, though will concede that trail running is
more meditative and suits
her older personality as well
7. Most notable spill – broke
a rib in her only Warrior
Dash event. Finished anyway.
Honourable mention –
Grand Island 50k 2018, took
a horrible digger, finished
and managed to win 2nd
place.
8. Kilted runners encountered – 2 (both uncompromisingly handsome)
9. Favourite local race – soft
spot for Eagle By The Bay:
in her stomping grounds and
a good intro to trail running
with road mixed in and covered with fun everywhere
10. Favourite gear – Garmin
watch and the company as a
whole
11. Brussel Sprouts – great
vegetable, “Just keep them
off my pizza.”
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minded, similarly-paced people
motivated by those people who
with the same sense of humour
fight past obstacles of their own
who prefer to run together for one
making. The mantra of “keep
or eight more miles.
moving forward,” or
She holds cycleone of its kin, gets peotraining in her house
ple to run the 4 miles
on those days when
they never thought
Nature is uncooperapossible, or complete
tive – I was assured
their first 100 mile
that though the room
race. What helps for
has steamed up, she
many people is the sohas a window open and
cial aspect the Jennifer
a fan running to keep
brings to the local
the atmosphere from
Iron(wo)man finishing
running scene. What
reaching saturation.
started as a two-person team run
About the only time she is still and
with the ubiquitous Bernie Eng on
by herself is when she is at the
a Saturday morning quickly turned bottom of a kitty pile at home.
into the unruly mob of sweet and
When Jennifer started running,
friendly people meeting for the
she had to pass in front of fraterniHelicopter Runs during the cold
ties. During those times, she
months. Otherwise, sensible peowould pretend she was invisible as
ple would opt to stay in bed with
a defense against what she peronly a middle finger, to the weathceived were frat boys laughing at a
er, peeking out from a pile of
fat girl running. Those days have
quilts. Jennifer has helped populong passed and we all see Jenn Z
larized BBUC, a group of likenow. Laughing.
Jenn Z continued from pg 3

A WORD FROM THE BARC BOARD
BAY AREA RUNNERS CLUB SCHOLARSHIP
The Bay Area Runners Club (BARC) established a
fund in 2010 to raise the awareness of the need for
physical activity in everyone’s lives. We believe in
the importance of strong role models in our communities and encourage students to achieve their very
best.
Criteria: Arenac, Bay, Huron, Midland, Saginaw, or
Tuscola County resident. High school senior with a
Minimum of 2.5 GPA. Full time student; Financial
need; 2 years of track and field or cross country.
Student demonstrates a commitment to do their personal best academically and athletically. One letter
of recommendation from a track coach/staff and an
essay.
We have been building up our endowment so we can
award at least 2 $1,000.00 scholarships through the
Bay Area Community Foundation. We have awarded 2 for the current year—checks sent on 30Apr and they will be announced by the Bay Area Community Foundation.

hootin’-and-hollerin’ all the runners on. I
took a spill on a straightaway trying to
fix my kilt on the run while taking in all
the forest had to offer instead of watching where I was going. Fortunately only
my ego was damaged as I did a graceless
faceplant in front of a couple of other
runners; I usually try to tuck and roll
making the fall look like a work of art.
My partner swore at low hanging branches, roots controlled by spiteful dryads,
and me for making her do this dumb run.
I’m certain she took a digger as well because she always takes a digger. We
gained about 5 kg each from the buffets
and left behind a half-liter of blood and
skin. In all, a typical trail run for us.
The second loop started out about the
same as the first loop, though with a hit
of some sort of alcohol, probably the
standard trail lubrication of beer and
fireball, and some excellent encouragement from Todd Beebe there to cheer on
the bunch of us from the Saginaw Bay
area. At this time, I did not have a dry
spot on me, and any semblance of civilized manhood converted to feral wildness with an aroma to match. Miraculously we made better time on the second
loop; Jennifer kept a very steady cadence, and I kept my attention on the
trail and chasing after her legs. I even
hope we would make it out about the
waning edge of dusk. I have long since
learned that I can’t judge time, but my
optimism bubbled over when I expressed
my hope aloud. Jennifer, ever the realist, was decidedly cynical. And decidedly
right. About 10km from the end. darkness engulfed us completely. Our metronomic pace slowed to a lurching tentative
walk. I have depth perception problems
but my 47 years of living have helped me
take cues from the environment so that I
can navigate with general success. Night
time in the woods with only a headlamp
to help me annihilated all cues and flattened everything to a black-and-white 2D arboreal world. Jennifer and I heard
plenty of noises in the woods which we

confidently assumed were bears in cars
looking for people to run over. Jennifer
would likely be able to get out of the way,
but I was certain I would misjudge the
distance and end up as trail pizza, while
the bear scratches in another stick figure
on his car door. For a considerable distance, I was struggling with feelings of
discomfort, but was able to ignore them.
However, I could no longer deny that I
was having difficulties with my naughty
bits. After struggling through about 5
km I finally had enough, so I lifted my
kilt, took my water bottle and…
In 2017, Jennifer convinced me to sign
up for the Grand Island 50k in Munising.
This beautiful island run, with a miserable, soul-sucking 5-mile spur to separate
the marathoners from the ultramarathoners, taught me a very important and painful lesson about chafing.
As per protocol, I dragged Jennifer down
to my level and we finished up about two
runners from dead last. Tired, sweaty,
and a bit sore, we were nonetheless ok at
the end of the run, and waded a little into the refreshing (or rude) Lake Superior
water. However, back at the hotel, hobbling from abuse, I gingerly stepped into
the shower, hoping the hot water would
wash away the stiffness. To not get too
graphic, Jennifer heard from the other
room my wimper-screaming “Oh my
gods, my nipples are on fire! I think I’m
bleeding! Holy <heavy adjectives and
impolite verbs> what the hell! My underarms are raw! OwOwOw! My BUTT!
My butt, mybutt <soft crying for about 10
seconds, then in a barely audible voice>
At least the soap smells like french fries.”
I think Jennifer had a good laugh for
hours and days afterwards. Never the
selfish person, she shared this outburst
on the Facebook. If you will excuse the
product placement: for all of your ultramarathoning needs, Body Glide®, people.
Use it. Liberally.
Before we started the NCT Run, I
made sure to smear on the Body Glide®,
liberally, and despite my hours of sweatCONTINUED ON PG 7
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ST. PATS JUGGERNAUT
After all the hullabaloo from
the 5 squillion people participating in the St. Pat’s Run in
Bay City, $31,600 remained to
be sent to the following
groups:
1.

All Saints Dance Team

2.

Alk Saints Girls Volleyball
Team

3.

All Saints Girls Tennis

4.

Alpha Delta Kappa

5.

American Legion Post 18

6.

BARC Scholarship Endowment
to BACF

7.

Bay Veterans Foundation Battery Park

8.

Bay Arenac ISD—Nursing Program

9.

Bay City Central High School
Track Team

10. Bay County Community Center
11.

Boy Scout Troop 150

12. Boys and Girls Club of Great
Lakes Bay Region
13. Dow Bay Area Family Y (kids’
field trips)
14. Elf Khurafeh (Al Kayner’s
memory)
15. Garber Post Prom
16. Garber High School Track
17. Girls on the Run Saginaw Bay

In 1991,
thendirector
of the cultural center, Beaver
Pelcher, was involved with an
event in Kansas that promoted
culture and health of the Native American community. He
wanted to share this opportunity with the mid-Michigan
running community. Encouraging this sense of bonding is
the slogan “Gather and Run”
seen on the back of participants’ shirts; already low registration cost for individuals
and yet a discount rate for
families, something almost
unheard of in most every other racing event; and a wonderful dinner at the end of the
race, playing on and reversing
the order of the slogan. The
Saginaw Chippewa Indian
Tribe play gracious hosts and
offer the fruits of their labours,
like the vegetables in their gardens for the dinner and for the

top finishers, cedar
planks
shaped like feathers made by
the Tribe’s woodshop. Without a doubt, for a couple of
hours anyway, a slew of
strangers feel like they’ve
found a thanksgiving in the
middle of the year and everyone is part of the extended
family.
To make this easy, a copy of
the entry form is included
with this newsletter.
Location: 7957 E. Remus Road,
Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858
Distances: 5k (mostly road, but
a short stretch of dirt track),
1mi (road)
Registration begins at 5:30PM
Cost: $15 for individuals, $40
for families
Race day: June 5th, 6:30PM
Website: http://
www.sagchip.org/sevengen/
events.htm#.XJaovyhKhaR

18. Good Samaritan Mission
19. Great Lakes Bay Regional Trail
20. Handley School Walking Track
21. Human Society of Bay County
22. Human Society of Midland
County
23. John Glenn Science Club
24. Kolb Elementary School
25. Riverwalk Committee
26. Safe Harbour Kitchen
27. Saginaw County Animal Care
and Control
28. St Pat’s Parade Committee
29. VFW Post 6950 Pool Program
30. My Team Triumph
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Race directors, fans of local running events, shameless promotors, and anyone else for that matter, I want to know about
your event. Right now! Get your event on the BARC calendar
http://www.barcmi.com/event_calendar.cfm so that others
can feel your joy. There is a link at the bottom of the page
that will get your event information and only costs about 3
minutes of your time. I want to see the upcoming months
look like ultra-competitive Bingo cards.
If you think a particular run would be good for a spotlight in
a future “Run Here” column, contact richard hodge at
wobbliestgoat@wobblygoat.com

ing, it performed admirably. On those
am a tough guy. Definitely no crying.
areas covered. After hours upon hours of
The Jabberwocky-kitten noise stopped.
moving through the mid-summer weathGet up! Get on your feet! Bears and wild
er, my body let me know I neglected one
goats are crashing through the wildervital spot. So, I lifted my kilt, took my
ness to come eat me, so close to the end.
water bottle and squirted water on the
My mind decided to come back to my
boss end of my vital spot. Immediately
body and I am on my feet again. Jennifer
my eyes leaked salt water and the showhears me tell her to keep going. Only aner scene, my own and Janet Leigh’s,
other 5 km, surely the most focused 5k
pushed the entire forest away with such
I’ve ever run.
stabbing precision. My
Tender steps at first,
mind couldn’t deal with
left hand around the kilt
the sudden inrush of the
hem trying to hold the
input and so, with a defifront of my underpants
ant and unholy gesture, it
out, thanking the darkleft, leaving the body to
ness that no one else can
deal with the overload on
see what amusingly vulits own. I heard a strange
gar running pose I had.
noise from somewhere –
The whole body shifting to
the Jabberwocky slurping
the left, then the right,
lukewarm oysters from the
then left again, and back
shell while standing in a
to the right with each rebucket of worms? A paspective step. Don’t
Author (l) and J Ayers, halfway through
thetic kitten-mew puncbend at the waist, do a
NCT. Photo courtesy T Beebe
tuated by gently gurgling
reverse Riverdance
sewage backlog? Where is that noise
where from the ribs south is dead frozen,
coming from because it sure is close and I moving as one unit. Is this what a trunwant to avoid that horrendous monster.
dling gait is? Me, a fearsome boulderOh! There is Jennifer; I was following
headed orc here to fight off the maraudher, but then I lost sight of her. She
ing bears in cars and the fearsome wild
heard the noise too and was looking in
goats. One kilometer later, a thought
my direction. I wanted to look behind
occurs that perhaps going commando
but my eyes just would not stop leaking,
would be better. Looking down at the
and the ground was coming up to kiss
salty sweat-soaked cotton blend low
me. Nature loves my body! But the unthread-count sandpaper skirt, that idea
yielding rocks and pointy sticks are trywas given the dismissive Frenchman’s
ing to push me away. Better get into a
Wave. Another kilometer or two passed,
fetal-ball position to help blunt whatever
large hill looming, underpants back to
little attacks are going on. The noise
their original unmolested orientation,
shifted and is now low to the ground.
but still the orc-ish stride remains. No
Very close too. Must be sucking all the
rubbing, don’t rub, don’rubdon’rubair out of the local area because I am
don’rub.
having a hard time breathing. Am I alJennifer and I crossed the finish line
lergic to this beastly creature and that is
to the great vocal delight of Jerry Canze
why my eyes are ceaselessly watering.
and Matt Frazier. We hugged as a staff
Oh, now this is interesting: I can feel and
member took our picture, in the dark,
hear the kaleidoscope of synesthesia
and she called in my ear, “I don’t want to
flashing behind my eyes, beyond the
do this again.” The response: I don’t eitears, and that acute searing down…
ther. Three months later, we signed up
Tears? That can’t be right. No tears. I
for the Marji Gesick 50-mile run.
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CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED

WANTED

Consider yourself a writer and have a
story to tell? Can’t write for beans but
have an anecdote to share nonetheless?
ISO submissions for “Beyond the Sun”
feature.
Tales can be inspirational,
amusing, cautionary, metaphorical, psychedelic, religious / transcendent, whatever pleases you. Limitations: no inflammatory rhetoric (we are all friends here)
or proselytizing (we don’t need a holy
war). Our editorial staff at Footprints are
happy to help writers and non-writers
alike. Submissions must include your
name or alias and may be edited for
length and comprehension (you have final say on suggested revisions, however).
Accompanying pictures are welcome. To
be included in the Summer edition, send
your rough drafts, even if only a collection of ideas, by 2June2019 to

Have someone you want to embarrass or
proudly thrust to the fore of the running
community? Think they would make an
interesting read? Send their name and email, and perhaps copy the person, to
wobbliestgoat@wobblygoat.com
and the editorial staff at Footprints will
pepper them with questions to make up a
feature in “Runner Spotlight”. To be included in the Summer edition, send your
nomination by 19May2019.

wobbliestgoat@wobblygoat.com

MISSED CONNECTION
You: beautiful ideas that were brought
up to people, often predicated with
“someone really should write about…”
Me: the clueless person from across a
crowded running event, city, bar,
dreamscape wanting to be receptive to
such ideas.
Lets get together and make cuddly concept babies. You can find me at
wobbliestgoat@wobblygoat.com

WANTED
Your camera overloaded with some most
excellent pictures from runs, informal
and formal, and to not share with the
world would simply be barbarous? Send
them to Footprints! Show current and
future friends exactly the sort of foolishness you are engaged in, with all your
fabulousness. Send submissions, with
any explanatory notes and credits, by
23June2019 to
wobbliestgoat@wobblygoat.com

FOR SALE
Broken down middle aged man who
keeps signing me up for stupid ideas. He
is slower than molasses in midwinter,
has delusions of grandeur and a
very...distinct...sense of fashion. Free to
a good home OBO. Willing to trade for a
Clif bar.

If you have an old-school classified ad you want to run in the Summer edition,
send verbiage by 23June2019 to wobbliestgoat@wobblygoat.com
President: Ted Davenport—runmant@yahoo.com
Vice President: Christopher Szeszulski - drstatic@sbcglobal.net
Secretary: Linda Flues—lflues@hotmail.com
Treasurer: Mike Klosowski—mklosowski@lakerschools.org
Directors: Lori Brown—rungirl34@gmail.com
Samantha Prueter—Samantha_prueter@yahoo.com
Leonard Block—no e-mail
Webmistress: Jennifer Ayers— webmaster@barcmi.com
Newsletter servant: richard hodge—wobbliestgoat@wobblygoat.com

www.barcmi.com
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Hand-crafted Cedar
Eagle Feather Awards for:

5K Run & 1 Mile Fun Run/Walk

• Top three male and female finishers in 13
different age classifications in the 5K Run.
• Top three one-mile Fun Run/Walk finishers.

Registration begins: 5:30 p.m. | Race begins: 6:30 p.m.

Wednesday, June 5

Human Race T-shirts

Seventh Generation Elijah Elk Cultural Center

Will be given to the first 175 registrants.

7957 E. Remus Road, Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858

(Northwest side of the Shepherd and Remus roads intersection.)

Purpose of the event

To promote spirituality and Native American culture along with health and positive lifestyles for all.

Full course post-race dinner

For more information, please contact: Jaden Harman, Race Director at 989.775.4694 or JHarman@sagchip.org

2019 Human Race Entry Form
Please print and complete form. Make checks payable to the Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe.
Name: _____________________________________________________________

Email: ____________
_________________________

Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
(Street Address)

Phone Number: ( ____) ____-_______

(City)

Gender: _____________

(State)

(Zip Code)

Date of Birth: _____ /_____ /________

Age: _________

Shirt Size (youth sizes also available): ________________________ 5K Run: _____________

1 Mile Fun Run/Walk: ____________

Please accept my entry in the 2019 Human Race. I hereby state that I have conditioned myself properly for the 5K Run or 1 Mile Fun
Run/Walk. I waive any right I have against the Human Race officials, sponsors, Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe and all the participating
groups for damages or injuries occured by my participation in the 2019 Human Race.
Emergency Contact: ________________
_______________________________________
Relationship: ________________________ Phone Number: ( ____) ____-________
Entrant’s Signature: _______________________________________ Date: __________
(If under 18, parent or guardian must sign.)

Registration forms are available online at: www.sagchip.org/sevengen/events.htm

Mail Entry Form to:
Jaden Harman
Nimkee Fitness Center
2591 S. Leaton Road
Mt Pleasant, MI 48858

